Nerstrand PTO meeting 10-2-17
Attendees: Pamela McDowell, Cara Waddell, Becky Keller and Morgan Welborn

















Balance is about $24,000
October conferences
Monday October 16, 3:30-8:00 –Bella and (Greta or Julia)
Tuesday October 17, 3:30-7:00 Madeline 3:30- 8:00 - Edison
Wednesday October 18th 8-12:00- Maggie or Carmen’s daughter
Pam will bring money and supper (subway sandwiches)
Discovery day Carmen is going to bring apples
Pam is going to schedule Randy’s meats for MEA week.
Cara will contact Kurt Klett about wreaths and swag help from a new parent.
Morgan asked if we are doing a Hog Roast next year. Pam wasn’t sure; we would need someone
to take it over. Cara will send out an exploratory e-mail or Facebook. September or October?
Want to make clear that we won’t have enough funds to pay for all the special programs and
field trips we do here.
PTO is looking for people for Milk moola, box tops, ect.
Need a Sock hop organizer
We need a new book fair coordinator
Ask Carmen if she has secured the DJ for the carnival on January 26th, 2018
Book fair will be December 15th from 4:30-6:30 and a half hour after the concert. Pam is adding
an online component. Pam coming in on Monday December 18th for teachers to shop.
Pam talked about the directory. Barb and Maggie sending home directory information.
Morgan asked if the PTO pays for the end of the year entertainment. Looking at 2 different
people. Yo-yo guy ($370) and Mad Scientist group magic group.

Requests:






Prairie field trip approved.
Pam was asked if we would be willing to donate towards wolf ridge. We can do $2,000 this
year. This was approved.
Morgan asking for the 4th grade field trip. Asking for James J. Hill house and The Ramsey
house for about $425.
Savanah wants to go to planetarium as they have gone other years.
Savanah would like to get 10 more noise canceling headphones in the future. About $14 a
piece. Want to submit a request next month.

Next meeting: November 6, 2017 at Nerstrand Elementary

